Appendix A to Synthesis License Agreement


Updated 10/9/08 to include U.C. Santa Cruz

Licensed Content: Synthesis Collection One comprising 100 Synthesis lectures numbered 1-100 and Synthesis Collection Two comprising 125 Synthesis lectures numbered 101-225.

License Fee: A one-time payment of __________ for perpetual access to the collections at the following five University of California campuses: Los Angeles, Irvine, Berkeley, San Diego, Merced, and Davis

10/9/08 Update: A one-time payment of __________ to add U.C. Santa Cruz to this agreement.

Hosting Fee:

The license fee includes access to the content on the publisher's server for one year following completion of delivery of the content. Thereafter, the publisher may charge a hosting fee of no more than ________ of the current license price of a collection comparable in size to the hosted content. The Licensee shall also have the right to locally host the content in accordance with Clause XIII.